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CALCULATED hlEDHJM ENERGY FISSION CROSS SKIVONS

E. D. Afihur and P.G. Young
Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Ldxmtory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRA~

Calculations were made of neutron-induced fission cross sections on ~3~U and
~s’Np to compare with new data available up to 100 MeV. This process also produced fis-
sion barrier parameters for neptunium and uranium compound systems required for calcu-
lation of p + 2s~U fission cross sections. To achieve reasonable agreement with higher en-
ergy neutron-induced fission data, a phenolnenological enhancement to barrier heights
based upon the average angular mornermm of the compound system was required. Ilese
calculational procedures resulted in predictions of 238U(p,f) cross sections that agree well
with available data.



CALCULATED MEDIUM-ENERGY FISSION CROSS SECI’IONS

E. D. Arthur and P.G. Young
Theoretical Division, Los Alarnos Ntitionid Labomtory

Los Alamos, NM 87545

The GNASHI preequilibrium-statistical nuclear model code was used to calculate

neutron-induced fission cross sections over the incident energy range from a few MeV to

100 Mev for ~3%J and ~3TNp. These calculations were compared with the new experi-

mental results of Lisowski et al.2. This process also allowed determinii[icm of barrier pii-

rameters appropriate for theoretical investigation of 23aU(p,f) cross sections over a similar

range where little experimental data exists. As descrikd in an accompanying paper to this

conference calculated compound system fission cross sections and excitation energies de-

termined via this process were combined with models for fission fragment yields, excitit-

tion tmergies, and fittgment de-excitation to produce fission neutron and gamma ray emis-

sion $pecln.

Two versions of the GNASH code were utilized for the calculations described

here. 130th employ the exciton preequilibrium formalism of Kidbach4. Multistage preequi-

libnum emission processes were also included for higher incident energies The first ver-

sion employs a complete Hauser-Feshbach compound nucleus treatment which was used

for incident energies up to 32 !\4eV, The second version uses multi-step Weisskopf-lZwing

evaporation theory and, because of the significantly faster computational times, wits em-

ployed for 32< EI<100 MeV. Both versions include a fission model thitt allows specifici~-

tion of barrier parameters (height, curvature) for up to three uncoupled oscillators. At each

burner iI spectrum of triinsition states are constructed using bimdhead data ibove which it

continuum of states are described using the Gilbert-Ctimeron5 level density model. To ilc-

c{mnt for symnletries existing m euch barrier, an enhancement fiictor rnul[iplies directly the

~iil~tililted sttite density. More detuils concerning fission models can he found in Ref 1.

‘Ilw initiitl step in the cr.)ss section ctilcultitions employed the 1{CIS6 couplcd-ch:ln-

ncl optiuid model code to calculate neutron ilnti proton transmission coelliuients :1s well ilS

direct reilction cross sections. These results were used for bmh the 1l:mscr-Feshb:wh and

cvi~poralioll model GNASt{ c;dcultitions. Ilecauie of [he complexity of ~til~lllil[iolls tHn -

ploying it Lhmblc humped model tit higher energies where 2025 ut)lqmuml sys[cms were

il~wdvcd, wc utilized a single-bnrricr mmlcl [hrough[mt the ~iilc.~llilfiolls. l]iiril[~l~[~rs ft)r

Il)is tll(m!cl were IImll dctcrmi’:lcd fnml :u!,justlllcnts rcquircx! 10 lit Ihc ncumm Iissioll ~-n)ss



section excitation fur.ction. As an indication of the agreement obtained via this procedure,

Figure 1 compares our calculated results with the new Lisowski (ii,f) measurements for

~37Np. To duplicate the structure Occurnng in [he cross section occurring for energies

around 20-25 MeV significant enhancements (factor of 15) had to be applied [o state densi -

[ies calculated for the ~35Np compound system. The question of transition state density en-

hancements was an important aspect of the present ca.lculational effort. From microscopic

state density calculittions (Jensen’) such enhancements are expected to die out al excitation

energies above 20-30 MeV. However we found it necessary to have such enhancements

disappear at much lower excitation energies (around 10 MeV) in order to match reasonably

well the decrease in the fission cross section Occurnng m higher energies. Another prob-

lem encountered at high energies concerned barrier heights needed for neutron deficient

compound systems of neptunium and uranium. Because of the number of compound sys-

tems contributing to the total fission cross section and because of the general trend of in-

creasing neutron binding energies, calculated fission components using standard barrier

heights resulted in significant overprediction when compared with these new data. To cor-

rect this situation required ve~ high fission barrier heights and enhancement f~ctors near

unity. To circumvent this problem phenomenologically, we introduced a J(J+ 1) term in the

fission barrier height determination. Here an average J was computed from the t.mnsmis-

sion coefficient data and this term was added to barrier heights obtained as input. The addi-

tion of this term is counter to angular-momentum corrections normitlly made, where such

effects effectively reduce barrier heights. However as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 1,

withou[ such a purely empirical term , there would have been no possibly of reproducing

these dam within the context of the present calculations. As a final step in rhe fission cross

section calculations, the barrier pwtmeters obtained for uranium itnd neptunium compound

systems via these wudyses of *3~U(n,f) and ~37Np(n,f) dots were used without further

modification to calculate 23XU(p,fl moss sections . The results of this calcukuion are com-

pared with d:ltu in h’ig. 2 where reasonable :qycement wcurs.

1, P, G. Young und E. D. Arthur, “GNASI i: A Prccquilibrium, S[ntis[icill Nucleilr
hltmiel Code”, Los Altimos Ntitionitl l.tibomtory report. 1A-6947 (1977); E. D.
Arthur, ““he (iNASl 1 Preequilihrium Stilt islical NLl~l~i\rM[xlcl Clxlc”, 1AMAIUIIWS
rl.ptmt l. A-U R-HIII-1753( 1WII).
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Fig 2. Calculations of [he p + z~~U cross sec[ions made using p;mimefers determined vi~
[he (n, f) malysis described in the wxt are comporcd wilh uv~ihible d:It:L


